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The endless journey is not a message, it is an experience. - Loonie Online Slots Welcome to the unofficial Endless Way website. UIW is based on the spiritual principles given by Joel S. Goldsmith through the Infinite Path. It is dedicated to awakening the Truth in the experience of all who have brought here. If you want
to make contact with regard to spiritual healing, prayer, meditation, or other related topics, please email Roger rsimonse@theunofficialinfiniteway.com. For more contact information, click here at the bottom of this page. The UIW website never charges for any service or information. To connect with others visit the
unofficial Infinite Way Yahoo Group. Christ shines; His full-on performance is that brilliant. --JSG Here's the current Infinite Way Related Content: (Updated 1-5-20) The Infinite Way by Joel S. Goldsmith 'now' Spiritual Interpretation of The Scriptures by Joel S. Goldsmith (now) The Infinite Way of Scripture - Weekly
Passage (1-5-20) Infinite Way Tape Transcript Excerpts (11-11-07) Infinite Way of Prayer (11-10-13) Endless Way to Study Practices (7-1-07) The Infinite Way Book Gallery (4-7-06) Infinite Way Book and Tape Exchange (11-24-13) My personal opening work by Joel Goldsmith began in May 2001. I have found that the
integration of the principles of the Infinite Path into my life is possible without compromising any of my inner beliefs or intuitive understanding. It is not for me to guide anyone along the way, but for those of you who are forced to follow, I invite you to join inner communication through any form of Infinite Awareness true to
you. Below I have included additional writings and content that I have developed in light of my personal journey along the path of the Infinite Path. None of these writings should complement any of Joel S. Goldsmith's Infinite Way teachings, which in itself is a complete spiritual message. (Updated 5-22-07) Spiritual
Letters (5-22-07) Meditation Number (Always Now) Linked Infinite Way Web Links (1-26-06) If you want to write or call in an unofficial endless way of contact information can be found here: Unofficial Infinite Way Contact Information Endless Way Spiritual Movement and Activities, created by 20th century American healer,
mystic and teacher Joel S. Goldsmith (1892-1964). According to Goldsmith, the Message of the Infinite Path is a spiritual teaching consisting of principles that everyone can follow and practice, regardless of their religious affiliation. The Infinite Path reveals the nature of God as one infinite, eternal power, presence,
intellect, and love; the nature of the individual to be a man with God's qualities and character expressed in infinite forms and diversity; and the nature of the divisions of this world to be God's delusion Myself in His universe. Goldsmith Goldsmith's story teaching the lessons of the Infinite Way in 1940 and in 1947 published
a book, Infinite Way. In the same year he began teaching and lecturing a lot, first in New England, then on the west coast of the United States and finally in Hawaii. In 1950, Goldsmith began recording his lectures around the world. The Infinite Way framework is not a religion... but the experience of a spiritual life. There is
no organization, no structure, no rules, no church buildings, no congregation, no fees, no bureaucracy. (There are no rituals, strict dogma or prescriptive practices.) The message Infinite Way consists solely of inspired works by Joel Goldsmith, based on his revelations and experiences: more than fifty-one books he wrote,
and more than twelve hundred hours of his lectures and classes. (edited for clarification) During his lifetime Joel Goldsmith has not asked for a reward for his healing work, but he did accept it if offered. He also did not participate in the false advertising of his books and cassettes, knowing instead that people would find
them as they needed them. Cm. also Joel S. Goldsmith Links - Goldsmith, J.S. (1992) The Art of Spiritual Healing. Harper Collins. p 40. Beverly, J.A. (2009) Nelson's Illustrated Guide to Religions. Thomas Nelson Inc. page 108. Melton, J.G. (2003) Encyclopedia of American Religions. Gail. p 743-44. Covell, O.D. (2005)
Taking the Path to Spiritual Awakening. Written by Home. p IX. Sinclair, L. (1973) The Spiritual Journey of Joel S. Goldsmith, Modern Mystic. Harper and Rowe. External links JoelGoldsmith.com, official office and website to study, resource and access the purchase of all authors of Joel Goldsmith's materials, audio
cassettes (1300 ), tape recorder transcripts, books, brochures, etc.; E-search tool function, access to all records and records of Joel Goldsmith, etc.; . the site , offering online tape groups related to this research, meditation and resources the official publisher of the complete library of all of Joel Goldsmith's written
materials (printed and e-books, brochures, etc. with a brief explanation of each book or brochure). A large free library of Information and Educational Materials Infinite Way, a free electronic consent search tool, access to all works and recordings by Joel Goldsmith. a resource site for Infinite Way, with a searchable
database of teachers, practitioners and students of Infinite Way. Extracted from the ISBN: 9780875163093 Retail Price $10.95 Is Now Considered a Spiritual Classic, Infinite Way was Joel Goldsmith's first book. After its publication, Joel said that he was no longer a man with a message, but a message with a man. Joel
presents the Infinite Way by saying: In this little volume I spiritual truth, as I gleaned it through more than thirty years of studying major religions and philosophies of all ages... Rest assured, the inner world will come as one turns to the spiritual consciousness of life, and external calm will follow in their human affairs. The
outside world will be consistent with the inner realization of the Truth. The power behind all this revelation will be you as you yourself experience this change inside and out of it. The Infinite Path is filled with spiritual ideas and principles that are the basis of the message of the Infinite Path. Goldsmith inspires, and
perhaps surprises, the reader with statements such as Immortality achieved proportionally as personal meaning is overcome ... and this can be achieved here and now; Spiritual lighting allows us to discern spiritual reality where the human concept seems to be, and for many, the word Christ persists as a more or less
mysterious term, rarely if ever experienced them. This is what we must change if we are to benefit from the revelation of the divine Presence of the Force within us. Jesus told his disciples that they too were the Light of the World. In this book, Goldsmith gives the reader a wealth of spiritual principles that make up the
message of the Infinite Path. Readers will find the chapter of the Soul to be one of the most illuminating on the subject in spiritual literature, and chapters on meditation, prayer and sentences will give the reader a fresh, new perspective on these eternal themes. Joel himself said that the chapters of New Horizons and
New Jerusalem are the two most important chapters in the works of the Infinite Way. The Wisdom of the Infinite Path contains more than 100 short statements of spiritual wisdom that came to Joel Goldsmith in meditation. Exhaust Wisdom sincerely, says Goldsmith. Live with them day in and day out. Meditate on them,
and they will open the way for you - the path to self-fulfillment. Goldsmith decided to put this quote from Lao-Ce at the beginning of the book: No need to run outside for better viewing, no look from the window. Rather observe in the center of your being; The more you leave it, the less you learn. Over the centuries, this
single message has stood the test of time and continues to sound true today - look for the answer from within, and you will find the Truth. It's a message in the Infinite Path, and it has helped millions to look inside and find a world that passes understanding. All Joel Goldsmith recordings can be ordered in tape, CD or
MP3 format on The Infinite Way website. Joel Goldsmith Reading The Book Of Infinite Way: #1-1: (Untitled Class) Infinite Way Tutorial, Page 1-46 #1-2: (No Class Title) Infinite Way Tutorial, Page 47-81 #2-1: (No Class Title) Infinite Way page 82-122 #2-2: (Untitled Class) Infinite Way Tutorial, page 123-163 Introduction
Author Note 1. Putting on Immortality 2. Spiritual Lighting 3. Christ 4. Our real existence is 5. Soul 6. Meditation is reprinted in the brochure and in Joel Goldsmith's collected essays 7. Prayer is reprinted in the brochure and in the collected essays by Joel Goldsmith 8. Metaphysical Healing 9. The delivery is reprinted in
the brochure and in the collected essays by Joel Goldsmith 10. The Wisdom of the Infinite Path 11. Joel said it was one of the most important chapters in his writings. In a 1956 letter, Infinite Way (in Heart of Mysticism), Joel calls this chapter the head of the practitioner. 12. New Jerusalem #614-2: 1951 Seattle First
Series 1:2 (Joel reads this chapter, New Jerusalem at the end of this class of entries.) Clicking the Go button will take you to the retailer's retail site for the current price to go iTunesSee retail site at the current price go Barnes and NobleSee retail site for the current price to go DeVorssSee retail site at current price to go
AmazonSee retail site at current price go Barnes and NobleSee retail site at current price. based on the principles that Joel Goldsmith received as revelations from within. The message of the Infinite Path echoes and reinforces the message revealed in the original teachings of Jesus in the New Testament, but The
spiritual acumen of Ioya of these revelations has allowed him to reveal the inner secrets of this teaching with new clarity in the modern language. Ioil taught that the Infinite Path is God's experience and way of life by grace, and that the message of the Infinite Path can lead sincere, devoted spiritual disciples to this
experience. It has been very clear that experience comes only when we seek within ourselves, for the Kingdom of God is within you. One writer said of Joel's work: Truly, these teachings are an endless journey. It seems no one will ever plumb depth, realize everything, or exhaust the spiritual wisdom they contain. Iol has
a wonderful way to reach the hearts and minds of ordinary people, those who look beyond worldly life for vision, understanding and realization, the magnificent promises of spiritual development made by enlightened sages in every century, men and women of all faiths who understood the darkness that blinds our human
eyes to the spiritual light. Joel presents the principles of life that unfold for humanity the mystical experience of communication - the union, the realization of one - with an infinite source of being. Ioil's vision for the Infinite Path was that through the spiritual devotion of those who accept these deepest principles of mystical
teaching and reach the heights of mystical consciousness, human consciousness can be emancipated Hidden within Presence can come out everywhere in His splendor and glory. What is the premise of the Message of the Infinite Path? The whole message of the Infinite Path is based on the premise that each person -
both holy and sinner - is an individual expression of the Divine. Although this truth may not be obvious to human perception, and man cannot show divine nature at this moment, nevertheless that spark of Divinity, that Presence, is within each of them, waiting to be awakened and manifest. The Infinite Path teaches that
anyone with sufficient devotion can experience this inner Presence here and now in its fullness, and live it in peace, harmony, joy, freedom, and abundance. This Presence in every person is what Jesus said when he said, The kingdom of God is within you and Me and my Father are one. Although this transcendental



presence is called by different names, all spiritual traditions agree that It exists and can be awakened. As Joel says: Here and now a transcendental consciousness is available to man, which, when achieved, leads to the daily death of an old man and the rebirth of a new man, the son of God. It is transcendent or spiritual
consciousness - the power of Grace in the experience of man, his liberation from the law and the establishment of his life under Grace. What is the purpose of the message of the Infinite Path? The purpose of the Message of the Infinite Path is to bring man to the point of preparing for the full experience of this inhabited
Presence and to realize that this Presence is a true identity. In this state of illumination there is peace from human effort, and life is lived by the grace of this Presence. How does the message of the Infinite Path prepare him for this experience? Joel Goldsmith believed that no one could have this experience until he or
she was completely based on what he called the letter of truth. Thus, the message of the Infinite Path first helps students get rid of old conditioning and erroneous notions of God, man, and the universe, and replace them with the letter of truth. The message of the Infinite Path represents the letter of truth through a set of
universal spiritual principles that Joel Goldsmith received from within. There are also practices that help the student to develop from a simple knowledge of the letter of truth intellectually to a full awareness of the truth. In other words, practice brings principles from head to heart. Writing truth extracted from a teacher or
from books can be a great subject, but only when, through practice, the letter of truth is transmitted from the Presence within itself that it is the truth. The truth revealed from the inside can be dressed in words that are different from those in the book, or it can be revealed in nothing But it will be the same truth. What
principles are taught in the message of the Infinite Path? Anyone who begins to study the message of the Infinite Path should know from the outset that in the message of the Infinite Way, Ioile uses words such as God, prayer, and Christ. Seeing these words, some people make hasty judgments that the Infinite Way
message is simply more of the same old orthodoxy. Nothing could be further from the truth! As Joel said: When you read the word God in an infinite way of writing, don't think for a moment what I mean, what you think or what you imagine God will be. The word is spelled the same - G-O-D - but we have different
meanings and the same with prayer. When you read the word prayer in an endless way of writing, look into the largest dictionary you can find. Read all the values that it has out there and then remember that I don't mean any of them. Ioil represents the letter of truth around one basic principle: the nature of God. Three
other basic principles follow directly from the nature of God: the nature of man, or the individual being; The nature of prayer and the nature of error, or evil. Joel says: Endless way ... it is a spiritual teaching consisting of principles that everyone can follow and practice, regardless of their religious affiliation. The Infinite Way
reveals the nature of God as one infinite force, intellect, and love; the nature of the individual to be one with His qualities and character, expressed in infinite forms and diversity; and the nature of the divisions of this world to be the delusion of God's expression of Self in His universe. These are universal principles, based
on the message of the Master, Christ Jesus, who taught that man can realize his society with God through conscious communion with God, thereby bringing peace to the earth, harmony, and integrity. Those who are interested in the endless way of posting can learn these principles through Joel's writings and class
records. There is a huge amount of material in 49 books, and there are over 1,300 hours of Joel's recorded class work available for purchase. Since we have recordings of Joel's cool work, we can hear the message just like Joel himself. What do practices teach in the message of the Infinite Path? Intellectual knowledge
of principles is the first step, but it is never enough to lead a person to experience the Presence inside, the experience of a true self, or the experience of God. Joel teaches that the way to connect with this Presence is inside through meditation, and therefore meditation is a fundamental and essential practice in the
Infinite Path. In addition to meditation, Joel teaches the importance of what he calls presence practice and practice of principles. This means that ever to remember and apply them constantly in everyday life. In other words, we live by principles. Meditation, presence practice and practice of principles are purifying
influences that gradually lead to full awareness and experience of the inhabited Presence. Joel's book The Art of Meditation provides an excellent introduction to meditation, as is practiced in The Infinite Way. Presence practice shows students how to start practicing principles in everyday life. Is there an organization of
the Infinite Path? No, there is no organization of the Infinite Path, although there are an untold number of people and groups around the world who study and practice the principles embodied in the message of the Infinite Path. Joel believed that historically the organization had put a veil on the messages of spiritual truth
and obscured the original doctrine. Throughout his ministry, he was adamant that there would never be membership, commitment, fees, dogmatic codes or structured guidance for the message of the Infinite Path. He believed that everyone should be free to come and go when he was on his spiritual journey. To this day,
there is no organization, membership, obligation or formal leadership related to teaching. Spiritual seekers somehow find the message on their own when they are ready for it. While those who follow the teachings of the Infinite Path can enjoy meeting in classes or groups of ribbons, their main practice is individual study,
meditation, and practice of principles. How do I learn the Infinite Way message? Those who want to learn the Infinite Way message have books, records, classes, and ribbon groups to support them. Books dating back to the timeless classic Infinite Way, Joel Goldsmith's books span the years of his worldwide ministry of
teaching and beyond. Some books have been produced from Joel's class work around specific topics. Other collections of monthly Infinite Way Letters that Joel sent to students. After Joel's transition in 1964, his editor, Lorraine Sinclair, continued the tradition of sending monthly letters to students and prepared Letters,
using Joel's extensive library of recorded classes as source material. Some books are collections of letters prepared after 1964. There are 49 Joel Goldsmith books available in both print and e-book editions. This website allows you to browse books and read thoughtful descriptions and information about each one.
Beginners often ask: With so many books, where to start? Joel's recommendation was to start with living an endless way and practice presence, followed by the art of meditation and the art of spiritual healing. Then you are ready to move on to any other book that interests you. Another way to start is to browse the books,
and if you find a title, resonates strongly with you, start there. Records in 1950, most of Joel Goldsmith's classes were taped, so even today students can hear this eternal message just as Joel gave it to students around the world. There are over 1,300 hours of recorded work classes available. For each of Joel
Goldsmith's books that use material from Joel's class records, this website provides a list of these original records. On the detailed book page for any book, just click on the look titles of the chapters and the original entries for this book. Each e-book also includes a list of entries used to prepare this book. They are listed
as Tape Recording Links in the Content Table. Some books do not have recording links because they were prepared from Joel's early classes that were not recorded. There is a complete catalog of all entries on www.joelgoldsmith.com. Entries can be purchased online on this site in cassette, CD or MP3 format. Tapes
and compact classes are sold with two sides, or two recordings of one hour. MP3 entries are sold as a single party or a one-hour record. Entries can also be ordered by writing or calling: Infinite Way P.O. Box 8260 Moreno Valley, CA 92552 U.S. Phone: 800-922-3195 Fax: 951-656-1951 Email: info@joelgoldsmith.com As
in books, students who are new to the new way often ask: With all these records, with me start what? From time to time during his school ministry, Joel himself gave several recommendations for studying with entries, including recommendations for new students. They are detailed in Joel's Study Recommendations. If
you're reading a book or chapter that interests you especially, you can order some of the tapes that were the basis for that book or chapter, so you can hear that particular message as it happened in Joel's classes. The recordings carry the consciousness of the class, and can be a valuable addition to reading a book.
You can also view the entire catalog of entries on www.joelgoldsmith.com, and if you feel drawn to a particular class, you can start there. Classes Because there is no organization Infinite Way, there are no official Infinite Way teachers. However, some longtime students of the Infinite Path were led from within to teach the
principles and messages of the Infinite Path in terms of their own deep spiritual experience. These teachers give classes in the United States and internationally. Often, if the class experience is something that will support the student, he or she is led to the teacher who can best serve them. Tape Group Infinite Way
students started taping groups in the 1950s when Joel Goldsmith began recording his classes on reel to drum tape. Because the tapes and tape recorders were very expensive, local student groups divided the costs and met in home or training centers to hear the recordings. The band tape tradition continues even as
recordings have evolved to audiocassette, CD, and MP3 format, making them available and accessible for individual study. While the primary practice for Infinite Way students is still individual learning and meditation, students also appreciate the experience of joining with others on the path to meditation and hearing
classes like Joel Goldsmith originally gave them. They begin with silent meditation as preparation for receiving a message in a recording. The recording is then recorded, which usually lasts about an hour. After recording, there is a short meditation to contemplate what was received in the classroom. Tape groups meet
locally throughout the U.S. and around the world, and some meet online. Searching the Internet can help you find out if there is a band tape in your area. What is spiritual healing in the Infinite Path? In The Nature of Error in The Foundation of Mysticism, Joel says, The theme of healing is broad, and nowadays it includes
not only spiritual healing, but also mental healing, psychological healing, and healing of faith. Today they all embrace under the name of spiritual healing... so when you hear the term spiritual healing, don't jump to conclusions about what you know exactly what that means, because there is no way to know what it means
other than to know who is saying it. In the message of the Infinite Path, the meaning of the term spiritual healing differs significantly from its meaning in other teachings. Spiritual healing in an infinite way refers to healing based on the specific principles revealed in the message of the Infinite Path. This does not mean that
the principles of the healing of the Infinite Path are right and others are wrong, but only that the principles of the Infinite Path differ from those of other metaphysical teachings. The secret to spiritual healing, Goldsmith says, lies in knowing God's nature, the nature of error or discord, the true identity of each person, and
this comes through spiritual insight. In the Infinite Path, a spiritual healer does not deal with a human painting and tries to change it. We go straight to the center of existence, and there we recognize Christ, the Spirit, the presence and power of God, says Iolya. As we do that, we do not heal people; we do not enrich
them, although this is the way in which it is presented to the world. What we are doing is to shed light on their spiritual identity, something that has always been there, but which seemed to have disappeared. In other words, in the Infinite Path, healing is demonstrative. joel s goldsmith the infinite way. joel s. goldsmith the
infinite way pdf. joel goldsmith the infinite way youtube. living the infinite way joel goldsmith. the infinite way joel goldsmith audio
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